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Topic： 

Replacing the overused word(s) in IELTS writing tasks to demonstrate lexical variety 

 

Target Students: 

Tertiary level or IELTS candidates 

 

Duration: Double lesson (80 minutes) 

 

Corpus Used: BNC corpus https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/ 

 

Learning Objectives: 

By the end of the lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Master near-synonyms of ‘people’; 

2. Replace ‘people’ with its near-synonyms depending on the context; 

3. Master the multiple functions of corpus to find near-synonyms and probe into the context-

specific usage of the target word; 

4. Make use of corpus as an effective self-learning tool to avoid repetition and thus develop 

their lexical resources. 

 

https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/


Rationale: 

According to IELTS Examination criteria, it is expected that candidates are able to ‘use a wide 

range of vocabulary with very natural and sophisticated control of lexical features. However, 

learners tend to lack lexical variety in their writing tasks. One of the common problems that has 

been spotted in our teaching practice is that students would overuse ‘people’ in their compositions, 

which could be substituted by other items in the specific context. Therefore, we would like to 

design a double lesson to improve the lexical awareness of exam candidates by utilizing the BNC 

corpus to explore the near-synonyms of the target vocabulary items. Students will be highly 

motivated to acquire the vocabulary, and enhance their writing ability through corpus-based 

inductive ‘data-driven learning’.  

In fact, the purpose of this teaching plan is beyond teaching the synonyms of the word 'people' but 

also encouraging them to explore more functions of the corpora to target their common errors, 

lastly toward the skill of self-correction via this inductive process. Repetition of ‘People’ is one of 

their most common errors in terms of vocabulary variety, and also an easy one for students to 

improve by using corpora. So, we started the teaching plan from replacing the word ‘people’ and 

finalized it with an output where students can apply the corpus skills they just learned to other 

overused words.  

At the first ‘knowledge-testing and consciousness-raising’ stage, the teacher will display a 

sample article which has too much repetition of the word ‘people’. Students are expected to spot 

the problem by some guiding questions in pair work. 

At the second ‘hands-on corpus search and inductive discovery’ stage, multiple functions of 

the corpus will be introduced. The teacher will first introduce the basic functions of ‘List’ and 

‘Sections’. Then, the core function to find near-synonyms of this lesson would be demonstrated 

by the key word ‘people’; and students will use a mind map to categorize the words by context. 

Subsequently, students will be asked to observe the different frequency use of the target word in 

varying contexts. The ‘Compare’ function and concordance lines will also be recommended to 

make comparison of the two words in the particular context. Finally, students are guided to discuss 

the benefits of the corpus compared with the dictionary.  

At the third ‘semi-controlled practice and consolidation’ stage, students are asked to use the 

context-specific near-synonyms of ‘people’ to substitute the word in the article presented at the 

first stage. With the help of the teacher’s guidance and scaffolding, they are expected to enhance 

the lexical variety through pair and group work.  

 
At the final ‘free output’ stage, students are required to improve another sample article in the 

writing task 1. First, they are supposed to analyze the article in terms of lexical variety, and find 

out the overused words. Then, they will use the corpus as a tool to find the near-synonyms of target 

vocabulary items used in the context. In this process, learners are enabled to operate the corpus by 

themselves, and thus be more familiar with the functions of the corpus. It is hoped that this would 

also facilitate learner autonomy, and encourage students to apply the corpus tool to their daily 

vocabulary learning in the future.   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching Plan: 

Stage 1: knowledge-testing and consciousness-raising (15 mins) 

Aim Procedure 
Time 

(Min.) 

Interaction 

Patterns 

Have the Ss observe 

and think about the 

issue before the 

discussion 

T presents an IELTS Writing Task 1 

sample article, and ask Ss to observe the 

vocabulary in the article. 

3 T->S 

Draw Ss’ attention to 

the overused word 

‘people’ 

Ss discuss with their partner the answers to 

the questions. 
6 S<->S 

Strengthen Ss’ 

awareness of lexical 

repetition and lead 

them to the solution 

T checks the answers with the class; 

T may ask Ss to come to the T’s computer 

and type the near-synonyms of ‘people’.  

6 T<->S 

 

Stage 2: hands-on corpus search and inductive discovery (25 mins) 

Aim Procedure 
Time 

(Min.) 

Interaction 

Patterns 

Draw Ss’ attention to 

the basic functions of 

corpus 

Introduce the basic function: ‘List’ and 

‘Sections’ 
3 

T->Ss 

S 

Explicitly inform Ss 

how to make use of 

the corpus to find 

near-synonyms 

Introduce the core function in this lesson 

of finding near-synonym 
3 

T->Ss 

S 

Draw Ss’ attention to 

the different genre of 

a word 

Introduce the sub-menu of ‘Sections’ in 

the academic context 
3 

T->Ss 

S 

Draw Ss’ attention to 

the different context 

Introduce the concordance lines from 

frequency to compare ‘people’ and 
3 

T->Ss 

S 



of a word ‘public’ 

Reinforce the 

functions just taught 
Individual practice and pair discussion 4 

S 

S<->S 

Draw Ss’ attention to 

use a modifier to 

replace the phrases 

Advanced function - modifying the key 

words 
3 

T->Ss 

S 

Check their 

understanding 
Individual practice and pair discussion 6 

S 

S<->S 

 

Stage 3: semi-controlled practice and consolidation (15 mins) 

Aim Procedure 
Time 

(Min.) 

Interaction 

Patterns 

Assist Ss to replace 

the rest of ‘people’ 

inductively 

Ss finish the substitution of the rest of 

‘people’ by themselves with the help of 

BNC corpus. 

5 Ss 

Reinforce the 

operation and 

findings 

Ss discuss their answers with their partners 5 Ss<->Ss 

T checks the answers with the class; 5 T->Ss 

 

Stage 4: free output (25 mins) 

Aim Procedure 
Time 

(Min.) 

Interaction 

Patterns 

Practice Ss’ corpus 

skills 

Ss checked another sample essay focusing 

on the variety of the vocabulary and 

replace the overused words 

18 S 

Ss were asked to share how to replace the 

words 
7 Ss<->Ss 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teaching Procedure  

Stage 1: Knowledge-testing and consciousness-raising (15 mins)  

1. Look at the sample article from a candidate. What do you think of the vocabulary used? 

Please discuss with your partner and answer the following questions.  

 

The graph shows percentages of people attending the cinema at least once a year in Australia between 1990 

to 2010 with projections for the future. The graph is described by 4 groups of people with different ages 

which are 14 to 24, 25 to 34, 35 to 49, and over 50 years old. 

The youngest people have been going to the cinema more than any other people and the percentage has been 

keeping very high at approximately 90% since 1990. It is predicted to keep the high and to increase more 

from 2006.  

People in the middle age groups have enjoyed going to the cinema between 60% to 80%. The percentage of 

people of age 25 to 34 has been higher than the people of age 35 to 49 group but from 2006 the percentage 

of 25 to 34 years old people will decrease while 35 to 49 years old people will increase and get higher than 

the people in the other groups. 

The old people seem to go to the cinema less than other people but the percentage of their attendance has 

slightly gone up by 15% from 40% to 55% between 1990 to 2004 and it will keep increasing to 60% by 

2010. 

Overall, young people seem more likely to go to the cinema but old people are not. 



? Questions:  

1) How many ‘people’ are there in the article? ________(14) 

2) Do you think he/she did a good job? If not, which criterion has he/she violated?  

_______________________________________________________ 

(Lexical resources: use a wide range of vocabulary) 

3) Can you think of any words that can substitute the word ‘people’? Write them 

down. 

 _________       __________        __________        _________        __________ 

 _________       __________        __________        _________        __________ 

4) Can all these words be used to replace any of the 14 cases of ‘people’ in this 

article? 

Not really. 1) context; 2) genre. 

 

😊 Teacher tips 

• Before the discussion, T can have the Ss observe and think about the issue 

themselves. 

😊 Teacher tips 

• For Q3, other reasonable answers are acceptable. But T should point out 

the focus of today’s lesson would be about how to use near-synonyms to 

avoid repetition. T may ask Ss to come the teacher’s PC and type in their 

answers, so that T can check and compare with Ss together. 

• For Q4, T should guide Ss to think of the usage of the words in the context, 

and thus raise Ss’ awareness of the usage of words depending on the 

particular context. 

Pair Work 



Stage 2: Hands-on corpus search and inductive discovery  

Step 1: Introduce the basic function: ‘List’ and ‘Sections’ 

 

? Questions:  
1) How many sections are there? (8) 

 

2) Which section should we focus on now? (Academic) 

 

3) What do the numbers mean? 

A. Frequencies of the word             B. Pages 

4) Which one is the most common section for ‘people’? (Spoken)  

 

5) How do you know? (The darkest blue color) 

😊 Teacher tips 

• First, T can introduce what a corpus is – a collection of spoken or written 

utterances.  

• Next, T stars introducing the basic ‘List’ and ‘Sections’ function as a foundation 

for students’ further exploration of the corpus in the next stages. 

• After each step, T can ask related questions to make sure Ss follow the lecture 

Operation for this step 

 
 

 

1) Type in ‘people’; 

2) Check the box of ‘Sections’ function; 

3) Click ‘Find matching ‘strings’ 

Individual 
Work 



Step 2: Introduce the core function in this lesson of finding near-synonym 

 

? Questions:  

1) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’? (Public) 

 

2) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in academic section? (Public) 

 

3) Is there an easier way to find out the most used near-synonyms in academic section? (Use 

the sub-menu in section function) 

 

 

😊 Teacher tips 

Operation for this step 

 

 

 
 

1) Type in ‘= people’ 

2) Check the box of ‘Sections’ function; 

3) Click ‘Find matching ‘strings’ 

Individual 
Work 



Step 3: Introduce the sub-menu of ‘Sections’ in the academic context 

 

 

? Questions:  

1) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in academic section? (Public) 

 

2) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in magazine section? (Family) 

 

3) What are the advantages of two search methods in step 2 and 3?  

(e.g., a context-specific use pattern is clearly displayed by using the ‘Sections’ sub-menu, 

while a general frequency across all genres can be acquired without specifying the sections) 

 

4) Can these words replace ‘people’ in the first paragraph? (Not really; context) 

😊 Teacher tips 

Operation for this step 

 

 

-  

1) Type in ‘= people’ 

2) Check the box of 

‘Sections’ function; 

3) Click ‘sections’ to 

show the sub menu 

4) Select ‘academic’ 

5) Click ‘Find matching 

‘strings’ 

* T may ask Ss to try 

other sections 

 

Individual 
Work 



Step 4: Introduce the concordance lines from frequency to compare ‘people’ and ‘public’  

 

? Questions:  

1) From the concordance lines, is ‘public’ an appropriate substitution here? Why or why not? 

(e.g. No, public refers to a group of various people while we need a noun referring to a 

certain group of people) 

 

2) What are the suitable substitutions in first paragraph?  (e.g. population, individual) 

 

The graph shows percentages of people/population attending the cinema at least once a 

year in Australia between 1990 to 2010 with projections for the future. The graph is 

described by 4 groups of people/ individuals with different ages which are 14 to 24, 25 to 

34, 35 to 49, and over 50 years old. 

 

 

😊 Teacher tips 

Operation for this step 

-  

 

       

1. From step 3, 

click on each of 

‘people’ and 

‘public’ to get the 

concordance 

lines 

Group Work 



Step 5: Practice to reinforce the functions just taught 

 

1) Exercise  

Replace the ‘people’ in this paragraph.  

The young people population/persons/individuals have been going to the cinema more than any 

other people population/persons/individuals and the percentage has been keeping very high at 

approximately 90% since 1990. It is predicted to keep the high and to increase more from 2006.  

 

? Questions:  

1) Is replacing the word the only way to improve the variety of ‘young people’?  

(No, we can modify the key words with different adjectives) 

 

2) What can we do to replace the phrase ‘young people’?  

(e.g ‘= young’, ‘=young people’, ‘=young =people’) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual 
Work 

😊 Teacher tips 

• For question 2, T can ask Ss to show the whole class how to do the 

research. 

 

 

 

       

Pair Work 



Step 6: Advanced function - modifying the key words 

 

? Questions:  

1) What are the suitable collocations to replace old people in this article? 

 (e.g. older people, elderly population, etc.) 

 

2) Try to replace the collocation ‘young people’ by yourself. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

😊 Teacher tips 

Operation for this step 

 

 
      

 

1) Type in ‘=old 

=people’ 

Individual 
Work 



Step 7: Practice to check their understanding 

1) Exercise  

Replace the ‘people’ or the related phrases in this paragraph.  

 

The old people / elderly population/ etc. seem to go to the cinema less than other people /persons/ 

etc. but the percentage of their attendance has slightly gone up by 15% from 40% to 55% between 

1990 to 2004 and it will keep increasing to 60% by 2010. 

 

2) Group discussion 

After the exploration of these functions of BNC, what do you think are the benefits of the corpus, 

compared with the dictionary? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

😊 Teacher tips 

• Ss are required to combine the functions introduced before to generate the 

results. T could review some of the procedures if some students forget them. 

• T can guide Ss to reflect on the search functions of the corpus and encourage 

them to share their thoughts among group members. This would help Ss to have 

a better understanding of the corpus as a learning tool to facilitate Ss’ 

vocabulary acquisition. 

 

 

 

Individual 
Work 

Group Work 



Stage 3: semi-controlled practice and consolidation 

 

1. Replace the ‘people’ or the related phrases in rest of the paragraphs.  

 

People / Individuals/ etc.  in the middle age groups have enjoyed going to the cinema between 60% 

to 80%. The percentage of people / persons/ etc. of age 25 to 34 has been higher than the people / 

population/ etc.  of age 35 to 49 group but from 2006 the percentage of 25 to 34 years old people 

will decrease while 35 to 49 years old people / individuals/ etc.  will increase and get higher than 

the people / persons/ etc. in the other groups. 

Overall, young people / younger individuals/ etc. seem more likely to go to the cinema but old 

people / older persons/etc. are not. 

 
2. Discuss your answers with your partner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual 
Work 

Pair Work 



Stage 4: free output 

1. Please have a look at the sample essay you have and use the BNC corpus to improve the 

vocabulary variety in his/her essay. Use the check boxes on the right to help you and Replace 

them in the essay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Please share what you have done in front of the class.  

 

 

 

 

Some people think that they can learn better 
by themselves than with a teacher. Others 

think that it is always better to have a teacher. 
Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons to 

develop your essay. 

It is certainly said that learning is an ongoing process. Every 

people learn something new according to their age, experience, 

knowledge and education. According to my point of view it is 

always better to have a teacher for study. 

One teacher has adequate knowledge to teach his/her 

students. He knows all the possible ways to make subject easier 

for the students, moreover, he teaches them in an effective 

manner. For example, some students are weak in some subjects 

but a teacher always guides them according to their mental 

capacity. Some people can learn better in group by discussing the 

topics with others. People can know how we can learn effectively 

in class, where the teacher always gives an easy direction to learn. 

… 

In sum up, I would like to say that it is always better for the people 

to have a teacher because a teacher has good knowledge, 

experience and is educated how to teach others. People will learn 

from a teacher in an easier way rather than on their own. 

☐ Find out which word(s) are 

overused. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

☐ Find out the most used near-

synonyms of this word in 

academic section. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

☐ Analyze which near-synonyms 

can replace the overused word. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

 

Individual 
Work 



Appendices 

XX Secondary School 

Replace the overused words 

Worksheet 
Stage 1: Knowledge-testing and consciousness-raising 

1. Look at the sample article from a candidate. What do you think of the vocabulary used? Please 

discuss with your partner and answer the following questions.  

 

The graph shows percentages of people attending the cinema at least once a year in Australia between 1990 

to 2010 with projections for the future. The graph is described by 4 groups of people with different ages 

which are 14 to 24, 25 to 34, 35 to 49, and over 50 years old. 

The youngest people have been going to the cinema more than any other people and the percentage has been 

keeping very high at approximately 90% since 1990. It is predicted to keep the high and to increase more 

from 2006.  

People in the middle age groups have enjoyed going to the cinema between 60% to 80%. The percentage of 

people of age 25 to 34 has been higher than the people of age 35 to 49 group but from 2006 the percentage 

of 25 to 34 years old people will decrease while 35 to 49 years old people will increase and get higher than 

the people in the other groups. 

The old people seem to go to the cinema less than other people but the percentage of their attendance has 

slightly gone up by 15% from 40% to 55% between 1990 to 2004 and it will keep increasing to 60% by 

2010. 

Overall, young people seem more likely to go to the cinema but old people are not. 



? Questions:  

1) How many ‘people’ are there in the article? ________ 

2) Do you think he/she did a good job? If not, which criterion has he/she violated?  

_______________________________________________________ 

3) Can you think of any words that can substitute ‘people’? Write them down. 

 _________       __________        __________        _________         

 _________       __________        __________        _________         

4) Can all these words be used to replace any of the above cases of ‘people’ in 

this article? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage 2: Hands-on corpus search and inductive discovery  

1. Step 1: Introduce the basic function: ‘List’ and ‘Sections’ 

? Questions:  
1) How many sections are there? 

 

2) Which section should we focus on now?  

 

3) What do the numbers mean? 

A. Frequencies of the words            B. Pages 

4) Which one is the most common section for ‘people’?  

 

5) How do you know?  

 

2. Step 2: Introduce the core function in this lesson of finding near-synonym 

? Questions:  

1) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’?  

 

2) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in academic section?  

 

3) Is there an easier way to find out the most used near-synonyms in academic section?  

 

 

3. Step 3: Introduce the sub-menu of ‘Sections’ in the academic context 

? Questions:  

1) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in academic section?  

 

2) What is the most used near-synonyms of ‘people’ in magazine section?  

 

3) What are the advantages of two search methods in step 2 and 3?  

 

4) Can these words replace ‘people’ in the first paragraph?  

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Step 4: Introduce the concordance lines from frequency to compare ‘people’ and ‘public’  

? Questions:  

1) From the concordance lines, is ‘public’ an appropriate substitution here? Why or why not?  

 

2) What are the suitable substitutions in first paragraph?  

The graph shows percentages of people attending the cinema at least once a year in Australia 

between 1990 to 2010 with projections for the future. The graph is described by 4 groups of people 

with different ages which are 14 to 24, 25 to 34, 35 to 49, and over 50 years old. 

5. Step 5: Practice to reinforce the functions just taught 

1) Replace the ‘people’ in this paragraph.  

 

The young people have been going to the cinema more than any other people and the percentage 

has been keeping very high at approximately 90% since 1990. It is predicted to keep the high and 

to increase more from 2006.  

? Questions:  

1) Is replacing the word the only way to improve the variety of ‘young people’?  

 

2) What can we do to replace the phrase ‘young people’?  

 

 
6. Step 6: Advanced function - modifying the key words 

? Questions:  

1) What are the suitable collocations to replace old people in this article?  

 

2) Try to replace the collocation ‘young people’ by yourself. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Step 7: Practice to check their understanding 

1) Replace the ‘people’ or the related phrases in this paragraph.  

The old people seem to go to the cinema less than other people but the percentage of their 

attendance has slightly gone up by 15% from 40% to 55% between 1990 to 2004 and it will keep 

increasing to 60% by 2010. 

2)  Group discussion 

After the exploration of these functions of BNC, what do you think are the benefits of the corpus, 

compared with the dictionary? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage 3: semi-controlled practice and consolidation 

 

1. Replace the ‘people’ or the related phrases in rest of the paragraphs.  

People in the middle age groups have enjoyed going to the cinema between 60% to 80%. The 

percentage of people of age 25 to 34 has been higher than the people of age 35 to 49 group but 

from 2006 the percentage of 25 to 34 years old people will decrease while 35 to 49 years old people 

will increase and get higher than the people in the other groups. 

Overall, young people seem more likely to go to the cinema but old people are not. 

 
2. Discuss your answers with your partner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage 4: free output 

1. Please have a look at the sample essay you have and use the BNC corpus to improve the 

vocabulary variety in his/her essay. Use the check boxes on the right to help you and 

Replace them in the essay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Please share what you have done in front of the class. 

 

Some people think that they can learn better by 
themselves than with a teacher. Others think that 

it is always better to have a teacher. Which do you 
prefer? Use specific reasons to develop your essay. 

It is certainly said that learning is an ongoing process. Every 

people learns something new according to their age, experience, 

knowledge and education. According to my point of view it is 

always better to have a teacher for study. 

One teacher has adequate knowledge to teach his/her 

students. He knows all the possible ways to make subject easier 

for the students, moreover, he teaches them in an effective 

manner. For example, some students are weak in some subjects 

but a teacher always guides them according to their mental 

capacity. Some people can learn better in group by discussing the 

topics with others. People can know how we can learn effectively 

in class, where the teacher always gives an easy direction to learn. 

… 

In sum up, I would like to say that it is always better for the people 

to have a teacher because a teacher has good knowledge, 

experience and is educated how to teach others. People will learn 

from a teacher in an easier way rather than on their own. 

☐ Find out which word(s) are 

overused. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

☐ Find out the most used near-

synonyms of this word in 

academic section. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

☐ Analyze which near-synonyms 

can replace the overused word. 

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

 


